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Abstract
Prediction of the final dopant positions after ion implantation has always been strongly influenced by the choice of stopping models. A
molecular dynamics (MD) method is used in this work; the nuclear stopping is treated by accurate pair potentials calculated by density functional
theory (DFT). The slowing down due to collisions with electrons will be described by both a non-local semi-empirical model and a local model
based on Fermi level phase shift factors. Comparisons with experimental data using both models show that a local pair-specific electronic stopping
model is essential in accurately predicting range profiles for any element even at low implant energies where nuclear effects are dominant.
D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Atomistic simulations have been widely used in calculations
of the distribution of dopants in target materials. Programs
based on the Binary Collision Approximation (BCA) describe
the motion of randomly generated energetic particles by
sequences of binary collisions with target atoms in the closest
environment of the particle trajectories [1– 3]. They are also
called Monte Carlo (MC) codes due to the use of random
numbers. Another atomistic technique, Molecular Dynamics
(MD), calculates the trajectories of a system of atoms by
numerically solving Newton’s equations of motion. The
disparity in computational burden for both techniques has
rendered BCA codes effective in predicting range profiles up to
the million electronvolts range [4], useful for CMOS retrograde
well implants and latch-up discharge protection. Sub-kiloelectronvolts implants however are becoming more crucial as

transistor technology traverses the nano-regime, particularly for
source-drain contact and extension. MD has been touted to
replace BCA in the low energy regime due to several factors.
Collision cascades formed at low energies is small; MD is no
longer limited by time and space. Moreover, BCA can be
expected to fail as simultaneous multi-body collisions come
into play at low energies. For this work, the ion range
distributions will be calculated by MD where nuclear effects
are treated with potentials calculated from first-principles.
Electronic losses are treated with both a non-local semiempirical electronic stopping model and a local model based on
Fermi level phase shifts. Comparisons against experiments
show excellent predictive capability of the local model over the
non-local model for any elemental profile in crystalline silicon
obtained at low and intermediate energies in any implant
direction, even in channelling directions where the atom and
electron densities are significantly lower than average.
2. Molecular dynamics simulations
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All simulations shown in this work have been obtained with
the MD code, MDRANGE [5]. The Recoil Ion Approximation
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(RIA) has been employed, where only the ion-recoil interactions are considered. This is based on the assumption that the
interactions between the ion and its nearest neighbors are much
stronger than the lattice –lattice interactions. RIA has been
shown to reduce the computational burden, with little effect on
the final range profiles [5]. In all the simulations, initially
crystalline silicon was used as a target material. The ambient
temperature, 300 K was used and realistic atomic thermal
displacements were obtained by setting the Debye temperature
of silicon to 519 K [6]. The number of simulated ions used was
20,000, and deemed sufficient for good statistics. In order to
determine the profiles over more than four decades of
concentration, a version of Beardmore’s rare-event algorithm
[7] was implemented. An atom splitting scheme is employed so
that at certain splitting depths the ion is split into two virtual
ions with a statistical weight of half that of the unsplit ion [8].
This ensures accurate dopant profiles with good statistics and
feasible computational overhead. The effect of damage buildup on range profiles at high implant doses is especially
pronounced and is taken into account by changing the material
structure in front of the path of the incoming ion [9].
2.1. Nuclear effects: ZBL versus DMOL potential
The energy loss to target nuclei involves primarily the study
of screened Coulomb collisions between two colliding atoms
since the interaction at very small inter-atomic distances is
essentially Coulombic. Amongst the many semi-empirical and
theoretical repulsive potentials that have been proposed over
the years, the ‘‘universal’’ repulsive potential given by Zieglar,
Biersack and Littmark [1], the so-called ZBL potential
constructed by fitting a universal screening function to
theoretically obtained potentials calculated for 261 atom pairs
has been most commonly used in BCA as well as MD codes.
While the pair potential can well describe the projectile –
nucleus interaction at high velocities, the validity of the solely
repulsive ZBL potential becomes questionable at low velocities, since it cannot account for attractive forces that start to
dominate as the incoming ion slows down in the host material.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations utilizing
numerical basis sets have been found to provide potentials
which are significantly improved compared to the ZBL
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potential [10]. Unlike the ZBL potential which is repulsive
over the entire interatomic range, such potentials calculated
from first-principles consist of a steep repulsive region and an
attractive well. In this work, similar potential energy calculations for many dopant – silicon systems have been made. The
DMOL [11] package was used, with hydrogenic orbitals
included for all systems studied. These DFT calculated
potentials will be denoted as DMOL potentials thereafter.
The nuclear effect of both ZBL and DMOL potentials on the
range profiles can be isolated by neglecting all electronic
losses. Profiles obtained by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
(SIMS) were compared against MD simulations for two
systems differing in mass, B –Si and As – Si. Figs. 1 and 2
show the effect of the interatomic potential on light and heavy
element systems at both low and high implant energies without
electronic stopping effects.
In the low-energy regime, the absence of electronic stopping
effects was inconsequential, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)
since the stopping mechanism is dominated much by nuclear
effects. With an increase in the initial kinetic energy of the
incoming ion (Figs. 1(b) and 2(b)), exclusion of electronic
stopping resulted in profiles with deep tails, showing poor
agreement with the SIMS data. At high energies, the ion
interacts mainly with the electrons in the target material; the
energy transferred in the collision process is no longer
negligible and the change in direction is significant. Because
the stopping mechanism at high energies is dominated by
electronic effects, the choice of the interatomic potential used
was trivial, as shown by the indistinguishable profiles obtained
with both ZBL and DMOL potentials. Conversely speaking,
nuclear stopping is the dominant mode of energy transfer at
low velocities where the ion can lose most of its energy in a
single collision, changing its direction considerably. This is
especially true for a heavy element like As (Fig. 2(a)) where the
profiles obtained with different potentials differed significantly.
While the disparity is less significant in the case of B (Fig.
1(a)), the use of the DMOL potentials yielded profiles which
showed better agreement with experimental results in both
cases. This can be largely attributed to the presence of an
attractive well absent in the ZBL potential. Attractive forces
while negligible at high ion velocities become non-trivial as the
ion slows down and the ZBL potential fails to depict the right
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Fig. 1. Experimental and MD simulated (ZBL versus DMOL potential) profiles of B in Si (a) 0.5 keV, 5e13 atoms/cm2, 45-/0- (b) 10 keV, 1e15 atoms/cm2, 0-/0-.
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Fig. 2. Experimental and MD simulated (ZBL versus DMOL potential) profiles of As in Si (a) 1 keV, 1e15 atoms/cm2, 5.2-/17- (b) 10 keV, 5e14 atoms/cm2, 0-/0-.

attractive nuclear forces at low energies. Henceforth, nuclear
stopping is treated by the DMOL potentials. The accuracy of
the potentials warrants the assumption that any discrepancies
between the simulated and experimental results is caused by
inaccuracies of the electronic stopping model.
2.2. Electronic effects: local versus non-local stopping
Separation of the energy loss of the ion into two separate
components inherently assumes all possible correlations
between the elastic nuclear collisions and inelastic losses due
to electronic excitation to be negligible. This assumption is
valid considering the correlation is insignificant when many
collisions are averaged over, as when an ion penetrates a solid.
Unlike atoms, quantum mechanics stipulates that electrons
have strong wave characteristics and cannot be localised.
Therefore electrons cannot be treated as point masses and an
accurate description of electronic stopping is a much more
complicated issue.
Electronic stopping parameterizations are either local or
non-local. In local models, the scattering of the ion is
dependent on the position in the crystal and largely on the
electron charge density. In non-local models, the stopping is
uniform throughout the crystal and independent of the density
of the electrons. The charged ion is hindered by an induced
drag force among the electron sea. The basis of many non-local
electronic stopping models are based on the Brandt – Kitagawa
(BK) theory [12] which factorizes the electronic stopping of a
heavy ion into an effective charge and the electronic stopping
of a proton. It does not take the shell structure of the ions’
electron cloud into account, utilizing instead a centrosymmetric
charge density which does not directly take into account the
quantum mechanical stopping cross-section between the ion
and the target atom electrons. One of the most popular nonlocal electronic stopping models based on the BK theory is
formulated by Zieglar, Biersack and Littmark [1], the so-called
ZBL stopping. In the ZBL model, the Fermi velocity is
constant depending on the target material and can have an
empirical correlation factor. The stopping of protons is
obtained from a fit of 8 parameters that have different values
in each elemental target material. In this work, the non-local
ZBL model will be used in comparison to the local model
described in the next section.

The local electronic stopping used in this work is based on
the density-functional formalism and will be denoted as PENR
(Puska, Echenique, Nieminen and Ritchie [13,14]) stopping
henceforth. Unlike models based on the BK theory, the PENR
model takes the structure of the ion’s electron cloud into
account and does not require any scaling factors. The local
electronic stopping power S E, of an ion traveling at velocity v
(v  Fermi velocity v F) in a homogeneous electron gas can be
expressed as in Eq. (1), where k F is the Fermi momentum of
electrons of the target, r S is the one-electron radius (function of
the electron density) and d l(E F) is the phase shift at quantum
number l for the scattering of an electron at the Fermi energy E F.
V
3v X
SE ¼
ðl þ 1Þsin2 ½d1 ðEF Þ  dlþ1 ðEF Þ
ð1Þ
3
kF rs l¼0
This model is based on scattering phase shifts for Fermisurface electrons [15]. The scattering phase shifts d l(E F) can be
determined within the density functional theory for atoms
embedded in a homogeneous electron gas and are calculated in
this work for Z = 5 through Z = 51 for a wide range of
industrially important dopants. A dense grid of one-electron
radius r S values 0.1 Å  r S  6 Å is employed and components
up to l = 10 were used, although phase shifts for l > 5 are very
small. In cases where a self-consistent solution could not be
obtained, which occurs for large Z (e.g. Indium: Z = 49 and
Antimony: Z = 51), the Fermi phase shifts are calculated for a
reduced grid of r S values, and the tabulated values are then
used in interpolating the phase shifts for a desired electron
density. The anisotropy of the electron distribution is taken into
account by using a three-dimensional charge distribution of
silicon [16] calculated using the Dawson –Stewart – Coppens
formalism [17 – 20] and the Hartree –Fock wave functions
calculated by Clementi and Roetti [21].
The range profiles of light and heavy elements were
simulated with both ZBL and PENR stopping models and
compared against experimental SIMS data. Figs. 3 and 4 show
the comparisons between both models for N and Sb,
respectively. The poor agreement in the tail region of the
sub-kiloelectronvolt N profile in Fig. 3(a) can be attributed to
the high detection limit of N. Measurement of low level N
concentrations requires good precision of SIMS instruments
(improved vacuum and better primary beam intensity) and
improved analysis protocol. Results shown represent the best
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Fig. 3. Experimental and MD simulated (Non-local versus local electronic stopping) profiles of N in Si (a) 0.5 keV, 1e14 atoms/cm2, 0-/0- (b) 15 keV, 1e15 atoms/
cm2, 5.2-/17-.

detection limit under experimental constraints. The DMOL
potentials have been employed for all simulations shown in this
section; with all other simulation parameters kept constant, any
discrepancies between the simulations can be solely attributed
to the electronic stopping model. In all the cases shown, the
local electronic stopping model produced profiles which show
significantly better agreement with SIMS compared to the nonlocal ZBL model. The non-local model which assumes the
stopping to be uniform throughout the crystal tends to
underestimate the degree of channeling even in cases where
channeling is not predominant, as in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) where
the implants are tilted 5.2- and 30-, respectively from the
surface normal to reduce channeling effects. In cases where
channeling is prevalent, especially in normal (Fig. 3(a)) and
45- tilted implants (Fig. 4(a)), the ZBL model overestimates
the drag force due to the electrons, and produced profiles with
much shallower junction depths than predicted by the local
model and experiments.
The channeling of ions during the slowing down process has
an important impact on the concentration profiles both in the
vertical and lateral directions. In crystal channels, where the
atomic and electronic densities are significantly lower than
average, the importance of nuclear stopping is reduced relative
to the electronic stopping and it is imperative that the electronic
stopping model predict the ranges of the channeled ions
accurately. From the results shown, it is obvious that the local

3. Conclusion
In this work, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations with
nuclear effects treated with potentials calculated from density
functional theory and electronic effects accounted for by a local
electron stopping model based on Fermi phase shifts were used
to predict range profiles for many industrially important
dopants over a wide range of implant conditions. Profiles
obtained with the commonly used repulsive universal ZBL
potential, while adequate at high implant energies due to the
dominance of electronic stopping over nuclear stopping, fails
to describe the attractive forces that come into play at low ion
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model is superior, especially where the electron density in a
channel is significantly lower than in other directions. Contrary
to the results of Sillanpaa et. al [16] which showed deficiencies
of the PENR model in channeling directions, results in this
work suggest that the PENR model remains accurate with 45tilt angle. A wafer orientation of 45- in the azimuthal direction,
in addition to the 45- tilt angle, represents one of the worst
scenarios in axial and planar channeling [22] and Fig. 4(a)
shows that the PENR model is still sufficiently accurate under
such conditions for a slow heavy ion, without the need of a
charge averaging scheme for improvement in the channels [16].
The model contains no free parameters and useful for any iontarget system where the electron distribution is known.
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Fig. 4. Experimental and MD simulated (Non-local versus local electronic stopping) profiles of Sb in Si (a) 10 keV, 5e13 atoms/cm2, 45-/45- (b) 50 keV, 3.85e13
atoms/cm2, 30-/0-.
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velocities. Electronic stopping, on the other hand, proves to be
crucial at both low and high ion velocities, especially when
channelling effects are non-negligible. Non-local models like
the ZBL model overestimate the stopping force due to electrons
and give rise to ultra-shallow profiles. This is detrimental to
transistor modelling which requires accurate ion implantation
profiles for predicting device characteristics. Local models like
the one used in this work, are able to predict accurately the
final dopant positions and can be applied to any ion in any
target whose electron distribution can be calculated without a
parameter fitting process. The use of the universal potential and
non-local electronic models should be exercised with caution
since they provide inaccurate descriptions of the range profiles
for certain non-calibrated species and underestimates the
degree of channeling in the low and intermediate energy
regime. On the contrary, local electronic models like the PENR
model are capable of describing not only typical nonchanneling implants, but its accuracy extends to describing
long-ranged profiles propagated in crystal channels. Molecular
dynamics coupled with accurate pair-specific DFT potentials
and a phase-shift based electronic stopping model makes it a
robust technique to predict dopant profiles in any implant
direction at any energy for any species in question.
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